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Abstract 

,. 
Cross sections for the electron capture by 82-, 140- and 200-MeV/amu xes-•, 

• xesu, and xes 2+ ·ions incident on thin solid targets from Be to Au were 

measured. The measurements are compared with calculations of radiative and 

nonradiative capture. The nonradiative capture calculations are based on the 

relativistic eikonal approximation which includes transitions from K, L, and M 

shells or the target to nearly all projectile shells. In high-Z targets, 

nonradiative capture into excited states of the projectile is dominant, as 

predicted by the eikonal calculations and confirmed by comparing measured cross 

sections for bare Xes ... and Xes 2+ ( 1 s 2 ) projectiles. A simple formula for 

estimating nonradiative electron capture cross sections for relativistic 

accelerator design and other applications is derived. Double- and triple

electron capture are also obset"Ved in the low-velocity, high-Z collisions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The critical step in understanding collisional processes affecting· 

relativistic heavy ions in matter is the formulation and veriflcation of a 

theory of nonradiative electron capture (NRC). 1 Several measurements or 

electron capture by relativistic low-Z (C, Ne, and Ar ions) 2 and by Au and U 

ions 3
, .. have been reported r-ecently. The low-Z measurements relied heavily on 

theor-etical calculations of stripping and excitation cr-oss sections to obtain 

electron capture cr-oss sections from equilibrium charge states, 1 hence are only 

indirect deter-minations. In the measurements with U ions, thick targets wer-e 

used and the capture cr-oss sections were obtained from a least-squares fit of 
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the charge-state dependence on tar-get-thickness. 5 In the pr-esent wor-k, we have 

obtained an accurate deter-mination of electron capture and stdpplng cr-oss 

·sections by measur-ing the yields for the pickup and stripping of one or- two 

electrons from zero-, one-, or two-electron ions in thin tar-gets. 

A precise knowledge of electr-on capture and stripping cr-oss sections at 

r-elativistic velocities has sever-al important applications. Gould et al. 3 and 

Thieberger et al.~ have stressed the application of such studies to ener-gy-loss 

measurements and r-elativistic acceler-ator design. The electron capture and 

stripping cr-oss sections deter"mine the ability of stripping foils to pr-ovide high 

yields of nearly bare projectiles and the lifetime of circulating heavy ions in 

storage r-ings or synchrotrons due to charge-changing collisions. The energy 

loss of heavy ions in foils and Z-identification in .1E detectors depend oh the 

projectile charge state, which can be determined from a knowledge of electron 

capture and stripping cross sections. 

One of the aims of the .present series of papers is the development of a 

complete theory of relativistic ions in matter, including electr-on capture into 

gr-ound and excited states and the ionization gr-ound-state and excited electr-ons 

in few-electr-on pr-ojectiles. This theory r-equires pr-ecise experimental 

infor-mation and an accurate theory of electr-on capture, capable of pr-edicting 

fine details like cr-oss sections fr-om state to state. 

For- r-elativistic heavy ions, only three quantitative theor-ies of NRC are 

pr-esently available. The relativistic Oppenheimer-Br-inkmann-Kr-amer'S (OBK) 

theor-y of Shakeshaft' and Moiseiwitsch and Stockmann7 pr-edict cr-oss sections 

for- low-Z pr-ojectiles that are mor-e than a factor- of three too high compared 

with exper-iment. 1 This is typical of r-esults seen also at nonr-elati vis tic 

velocities wher-e the application of second-Bor-n theor-ies impr-ove the agreement · 

between theory and exper-iment.• For- low-Z r-elativistic heavy ions, even second-

.. 

.. 
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Born calculations' are generally higher than experiment.' o, 11 

In the present work, the measured cross sections are compared with eikonal 

approximation calculations. 11 
• 

1 2 The eikonal approximation is a high-energy 

approximation, which was found to give good agreement with experiment for low-z 

ions if the ion velocity (in atomic un1 ts) exceeds approximately 2Zr, where ZT is 

the target atomic number (in this case, the higher of the projectile or target 

atomic numbers). 11 For low-Z ions, capture of target K electrons into the 

projectile K shell is the dominant contribution to the total capture cross 

sections. We find that for high-Z ions and targets, the cross sections for the 

capture of target L anQ. M electrons into the projectile K, L, and M shells are 

all of comparable magnitudes to the K to K cross sections at lower velocities. 

The present eikonal calculations include . the target K, L, and M shells and all 

projectile shells. up to n•1 o. 

Section II of this paper describes measurements of electron capture and 

ionization cross sections by magnetic charge-state dispersion techniques. In 

Sect. m.A, the eikonal approximation 12 is applied to calculate state-to-state 

electron capture trans! tions for each projectile and target shell. One of the 

formal difficulties with the eikonal approximation is that it is an asymmetric 

theory. One active-electron-nucleus interaction is treated in higher-order and 

the other interaction is treated in first-order perturbation theory. Depending 

on which interaction is chosen, different cross-section results are obtained. 

This post-prior discrepancy is examined in Sect. m.B, where a prescription is 

proposed for deciding which choice to make. Comparison with the present 

experimental r-esults is made in light of this prescription. Because of the 

great success of the present numer-ical eikonal calculations, but their inher-ent 

complexity, we developed a simple formula based on scaling considerations for 

NRC cross sections for capture fr-om any target shell to any projectile shell 
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from an approximate formula for K to K transi t1ons. 1 2 This formula is discussed 

in Sect. III.C, and is useful for estimating capture cross sections, such as 

might be needed for accelerator design and energy-loss measurements ... 

Radiative electron capture (REC) into higher- projectile shells is discussed in 

Sect. m.D. Results and comparison with the ab initio theory as well as the· 

scaling formulas, are given in Sect. IV. 

II. EXPERIMENT 

A. Experimental apparatus 

Xe beams from the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory's BEVALAC were used. The 

experimental arrangement is shown· in Fig. 1. Upstream of the "target area", and 

in front of bending magnets not shown in the figure, 50- to 2501Jm mylar foils 

were inserted into the beam. The foil thicknesses were chosen to optimize the 

intensity of the charge-state selected incident xes..+, Xe53
•, or Xe52+ beams at 

the particular incident energy, 85-, 140- or 200-MeV/amu. The stripping foils 

were thick enough to reduce the 85-MeV/amu Xe beam by 3.5-MeV/amu and the 

200-MeVIamu Xe beam by 1-MeV/amu, hence the beam energies are uncertain by 

about 1 to 3.5-MeV/amu. This has a negligible effect on the projectile 

ionization cross sections, and at most a . 20 :1 effect on the capture cross 

sections. In the target box, a set of fifty Be, mylar (ab!jreviated My below), 

Al, Cu, Ag, and Au. foils was available which could be remotely inserted into the 

beam. The target frames were 1.6-mm-thick Al disks with 1.9- to 3.8-cm 

diameter center holes. The thinnest Cu, Ag, and Au targets (!i0.1 mg/cm 2 ) were 

·mounted on 0.05-mg/cm 2 C backings; thicker foils were self supporting. 

After passing the primacy beam through the foils, the charge states were 

separated by a magnetic spectrometer, originally designed to study projectile 

nuclear fragmentation by Greiner et al. 13 and first used for electron capture 

• 

.. 
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measul"ements by CI"awford. 2 Appl"oximately 7 meter's downstl"eam fl"om the tal"get 

box, the chal"ge states wel"e focussed by a set of quadrupole magnets (B40Q2A and 

B40Q2B in Fig.1), and were dispersed by two dipole magnets (840M2 and M3) into a 

large vacuum chamber. The eJC!t window on the vacuum chamber caused only 

negligible scattering of the charge-state beams, which then entered a position 

sensitive proportional counter. This -50-cm long detector could be I"Olled along 

the exit window of the chamber. 

At any given detector location, up to ten charge states could be detected 

simultaneously. The most critical and time consuming part of the experiment 

consisted of minimizing the quadrupole steering in the vertical direction which 

if present would result in different vertical positions of the charge-state 

peaks at the detector, different detection efficiencies, and degraded detector 

r-esolution. For this purpose, Polaroid film was placed on the entrance window 

of the position sensitive detector, and the beam focussing was adjusted until 

satisfactory charge-state beam spots were obtained on the film. The charge 

state spectrum was then swept magnetically accross the detector to assure a 

uniform detection efficiency of the detector along its entire front face. This 

pr-ocedure had not been followed in earlier experiments with this apparatus 3 •~ 

suggesting the possibility of considerable systematic error. The I"elative 

er-r-ors would be largest in the ratios of widely separated charge states, and 

least in adjacent ones. Measured cross sections for Uranium beams 3 quote a 

factor of two uncertainty, which is large enough to accomodate systematic 

er-ror-s. 

Figur-e 2 shows a pulse-height spectrum in the detector for 200-MeV/amu 

Xe 51 + passing through 10-mg/cm 2 Be. Besides the unaltered Xe 53 + peak, a Xes~+ 

peak t"epr-esenting one-electr-on loss (pr-ojectile K-shell ionization), and a xes 2+ 

peak r-epresenting one-electron attachment (capture into vacant pr-ojectile states 
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f~om all filled ta~get states) a~e obse~ved. With thicke~ o~ higher-Z ta~gets, 

mor"e char"ge states wer"e seen. 

B. Data Analysis 

In essence two methods, called he~e "thin t~get'"" and "thick t~get", 15 

exist for" ext~acting cha~ge-changing cr"oss sections fr"om a measurement of 

cha~ge state yields as a function of tar"get thickness. In the thin-tar"get 

method, tar"gets ~e chosen that ~e thin enough so that the yield for" one

electr"on attachment Or" loss is pr"opor"tional to the t~get thickness. The 

charge-changing cross sections can then be obtained ver"y simply from the 

pr"opor"tionali ty factor'S. In the thick-tar"get method, the tar"get-thickness is 

varied up to the equilibrlum thickness. Char"ge-changing cr"oss sections ~e 

obtained by a least-squar"es fit of the data to the integrated r"ate equations for 

char"ge state yields. 5
•

1
' 

The advantage of the thin-tar"get method, used her"e, is its simplicity and 

lack of ambiguity in extr"acting cha~ge-changi.ng cr-oss sections. The 

disadvantage is that low counting r"ates ar"e obtained for" the char"ge-changing 

yields. Hence, even small backgrounds fr"om scattenng on slits Or" tar"get 

fr"ames could pr"event an accurate dete~mination of peak ar"eas (Fig.2). Fo~ this 

r"eason, we also took data with thick tar"gets, which will be pr-esented in a 

later" paper' in this ser"ies. 

Integration of the char"ge-changing r"ate equation15 is very simple if the 

yield is pr"opor"tional to the tar"get thickness. For" gener-ality, we assume that a 

beam initially containing fr-actions F o, F 1 , and F 2 of zer"o-, one- and two

elect~on ions t~aver'Ses a foil containing T atoms per- unit Mea. Then the 

fr-actions Yn of ions beMing n electrons Me given by 
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Yo • Fo + T [-Fo(a 0 +h 0 +g 0 ) + F1S 1 + F2 d 2 ] + O(T2 ) 

Y1 • F1 + T [Foao- F1 (a 1+h 1+g 1+S 1 ) + F2S 2 ] + O(T2 ) 

Y2 • Fa + T [Foho + F1a 1 - F2 (a 2+h 2+g 2+S 2+d 2)] + O(T2 ) 

Y, • 'I(Fogo + F1h 1 + F2a 2 ] + O(T2) 

Y,. • T [F1g 1 + F2 h 2 ] + O(T2 ) 

Y, • T [F2g 2 ] + O(T2 ) 

(1 a) 

(1 b) 

(1 c) 

(1 d) 

(1 e) 

(1f) 

In these equations, Cln• hn• and gn t"epresent one-, two-, and tht"ee-electron 

attachment cross sections, t"espectively, for an n-electron ion; sn and dn 

t"ept"esent one- and two-electron stripping cross sections, t"espectively, for an 

n,;.,electt"on ion. The symbol O(T2 ) t"ept"esents terms of order' T2 and higher' 

power-s of T which differ fot" the different charge fractions. We did not find 

evidence for any other multiple charge-changing cross sections. The lowest 

ft"action Yn measured was 10_,. With a pure incident chat"ge state, e.g. n-1, one 

sets F1 • 1, F0 • F2 • 0 in the above equations. One then obtains simple 

expressions for the charge-changing cross sections in the limit of infintesimal 

target thickness T, S 1 • Yo!T, a 1 • YafT, h 1 • Y,/T, and g 1 .. Y,.IT in this 

example. If the targets were mounted on a backing foil facing the beam, the 

appropt"iate values of the F's wet"e determined ft"om measut"ements with a backing 

foil (0.05-mglcm 2 C). None of the ~at"ge-changed F's ft"om the backing foil wet"e 

greater' than 0.005, which necessitated only small cot"t"ections except in the case 

of the thinnest, backed targets (:ri0.01-mglcm 2 Cu, Ag, and Au). 

Only in a few cases wet"e the targets thin enough to give ratios Yn/T that 

were independent of T. Figure 3 illustrates this for Xe 5 ,.+Be charge-changed 

yields. The Yn/T data points wet"e least-squares fitted to stt"aight lines to 

obtain the r-o intercept. 
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Fo~ multiple cha~ge-changing c~oss sections, the te~ms of o~de~ of T2 a~e 

pa~tly du~ to sequential single cha~ge-changing processes. One could then t~y 

to co~~ect the measu~ed multiple cha~ge-changing yields fo~ these sequential 

pr-ocesses in an attempt to ~educe the te~ms of o~de~ of T2• Unfortunately, it 

is not possible to eliminate them completely. As an Ulust~ation the case of 

double ioniZation of the two-elect~on beam (F 2 • 1, F 0 • F 1 • 0) may be used. 

Integrating the ~ate equations to o~de~ T2, one finds fo~ this case (assuming.hn 

• gn •0): 

Yo • d2T + [s 1S 2 - d2(ao+a2+S 2+d 2) ]T2/2, 

Y 1 • S 2T + O(T2 ). (2) 

Setting s 2 • 2s 1 (as expected since the ionization of one of two 1s elect~ons is 

twice as likely as ionization of one), one can exp~ess the te~m s 1s 2T2/2 in 

te~ms of the measured yield Y u and finds 

(Y0 -Y 1 
214)/T • d 2 - d2(a 0 +a 2+S 2+d 2)T/2. (3) 

Unfo~tunately, the tern p~opo~tional to T is not negligible, so that the 

inte~cept at T • 0 must be used to dete~mine d2 • Hence, we simply fit the 

individual values of Y nlr to st~aight lines to obtain the T .. 0 inte~cept. 

.. 
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III. THEORY 

Encouraged by the agreement of explor-atory calculations 11 with 

experimental data1 ,2 we have based the present analysis of NRC entirely on the 

relativistic eikonal approximation.12 This approach, 16 in 1 ts prior (post) 

version, treats the electron-projectile (electron-target) interaction in first 

order while the electron-target (electron-projectile) interaction is treated in 

all orders of perturbation theory, albeit in an approximate way. The conceptual 

basis of the eikonal .approximation has been discussed in detail, 17,18 and it has 

been shown that, physically, the prior- version of the theory describes a hard 

collision of the electron with the projectile nucleus followed by multiple soft 

collisions with the target nucleus. Similiarly, the post version of the theory 

describes a hard collision of the electron with the target nucleus preceded by 

multiple soft collisions with the projectile nucleus. The approximate summation 

of multiple scattering terms, characteristic of the eikonal approximation, 

avoids divergent terms that can ar1se19 in exact perturbation summations, e.g., 

in the strong potential Born approxmation.20 

A. Capture Cross Sections for Higher Initial and Final Shells 

The relativistic eikonal theory developed in Ref. 12 expresses the capture 

cross section in terms of density matrices separately describing initial and 

final ensembles (in the fallowing, usu3.lly called "states") of unpolarized 

· projectiles and target atoms. The prior version of the cross section per 

electron initially bound with angular momentum j is gi v~n by Eq. ( 2.18) of Ref. 

12: 

( 4) 
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whet"e 11 • 1/v is the invet"se of the pr'ojectile velocity, y • (1-v 2/c 2)-112, is 

the t"elati vis tic enet"gy parameter-, and Zp (Zt) is the pr-ojectile (tat"get) atomic 

number'. Atomic units are used het"e and below. The integration extends over' 

the tr'ansvet"Se momentum pb. The integrand is expr'essed as the tr-ace of foUl' 4 

x 4 matrices, which at"e built up ft"om blocks of simple 2 x 2 matctces that can 

be handled easily. Het"e, S is a t"elativistic spinor- tt"ansfbnn and Pg and ·f11 (in 

the pt"ior" fot"m) char-actet"ize final and initial states, t"espectively. It is 

obvious ft"om Eq. (4) that the density matr'ix fonnulation, 12 in contt"ast to the 

spinor fot"mulation,7 allows one to factor' target and pr'ojectile pr"opet"ties into 

individually calculable matrices. 

In Ref. 12, fot"mulas for' Pg and 111 for' arbitr'ary initial and final states 

have been given and, mot"eovet", explicit expt"essions of SPgS for' final 

t"elati vis tic 1 si, 2si, 2pi and 2pi states have been det"i ved. Detailed ct"oss

section fot"mulas for- these tr'ansi tions have also been wot"ked out and applied to 

specific ca.ses.11 

In the following, an outline is given of how the genet"al ft"amewot"k has been 

applied to evaluate the contribution of higher- initial and final shells. 

Number's of .fonnulas t"efer- to Ref. 12. We fit"st note that owing to the mot"e 

complicated fot"m for' ~. Eq.(5.9), the explicit str-ucture of the ct"oss-section 

fot"mula is detemined by the initial state (in the pr'iOt" for-m) alone, whet"eas 

the final state atfects only the quanti ties to be inserted in SPgS of Eq. (3.15). 

Thet"efot"e, since the tr'ansitions of intet"est are those connecting initial K, L, 

and M states to final K, L, M, and higher' states we may proceed as follows: (i) 

Ft"om the ct"oss-section fot"mulas (3.17), (3.18), and (A.1) through (A.12) forK + 

L tt"ansi tion.s, we may derive L • L and L • K ct"oss sections by t"eplacing the 

quantities M 1 p m12 , m: 2 , and m22 of Eq.(3.16) with the COt"t"esponding quantities 
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calculated for the 2si, 2pi, 2pi final states .and by inserting the appropriate 

tenns (5.4) into (3.16). While the integrals (5.4) are easily evaluated 

analytically, the complete cross section calculation requires the evaluation of 

two-dimensional integrals. (ii) For the M shell and higher shells we use 

nonrelativistic electron wave functions, which amounts to setting bK .. 0 in 

(5. 4b), thus considerably simplifying the -calculation. Alternatively, one may 

directly use the nonrelativistic density matrix.16 (iii) For initial M-shell 

states we have calculated f11 from (5.9), setting bK (>.) ,. 0, appropriate for 

nonrelativistic electron motion. In this case, new cross-section fonnulas were 

formulated. (iv) These formulas could· then be used for all final states by 

merely modifying the quantities ~ and bK in (5. 4) and (3.16). 

The use of nonrelativistic electron wave functions for higher shells 

disregards magnetic capture11 via the Dirac magnetic moment of the electron. 

However, since this capture mechanism is important only at high values of Y, 

where the contribution of higher shells is much reduced, the neglect of 

. magnetic capture for these shells does not appreciably affect the total cross 

sections. 

B .. The Post and the Prior Form of the Cross Section 

As mentioned at the beginning ,or this section, the eikonal theory is 

asymmetric with respect to target and projectile. Depending on whether the 

electron-target or the electron-projectile interaction is treated 

nonperturbatively (i.e., approximately in all orders- of perturbation theory) one 

obtains different results. This is referred to as the post-prior discrepancy, 

which is inherent in the eikonal approach as well as, e.g., in the strong

potential Born approximation.20 
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For definiteness, the formulation of Ref. 12 and that given above has been 

based on the prior version of the theory. The post version may be obtained 

immediately by interchanging target and projectile, i.e., Zp + Zt, Zt + Zp, Zt + 

z;, • Zp, and initial and final statese The initial and final states must be 

treated symmetrically in averaging or summing over both of theni. 

With the existence Of two versions of the theory, the problem arises as to 

which one is appropriate for a given case. In principle, the answer is unique: 

The stronger of the two potentials Zplrp or Ztlrt should be treated 

nonperturbatively and the other one in first order. Identifying the charge 

number Zp or Zt with the parameter that measures the strength of the potential 

customarily leads to the "higher-charge" prescriptione 

if Zp < Zt, then use the prior (Zt) form.; 

if Zt < Zp, then use the post (ZP) form. (5) 

Here the prime on Zt (ZP) provides a signature that this quantity is retained in 

the eikonal phase to describe the distortion in the final (initial) channel. 

Prescription (5) does not take into account which electron-nucleus separations 

are most heavily weighted in the matrix element. This is justified if the 

initial and final principal quantum numbers, nt and np, are the. same, but if 

they are not, the two potentials are weighted at different electron-nucleus 

separations. In fact, since for hydrogenic systems, 

< l ) zz 
r n • n 2 ' 

(6) 

irrespective of ~ and m, the parameter by which to measure the strength of a 

Coulomb potential should be Z/n rather than Z. This leads u.s to the "higher-

potential" prescription 
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Zn Zt 
if ....L.. <. -, then use the priot' (Zt') form; 

np nt 

Zt Zn 
if nt < ~· then use the post (Zp) form; (7) 

We suggest that prescription (7) should be better:' for deciding which of the 

two potentials is the stronger:' one, and accot'dingly has to be tt'eated 

nonpet'tut'bati v·ely. Obviously, this pt'escr?-ption may lead to diffet'ent choices 

fat' diffet'ent combinations of initial and final shells. In Sect. rv we compare 

the pt'edictions of both pt'escrlptions, (5) and (7), with experimental data. 

c. A Simple Scaling Rule for Tt'ansitions Involving Higher Initial and 

Final Shells 

Fat' heavy collision systems and not too high velocities, many pt'incipal 

shells in the target and in the pt'ojectile may contribute to the ct'oss section. 

If this is the case, numet'ical calculations based on the exact fot'mulation of 

the theory become rather:' lengthy, and it would be convenient to have a simpler:' 

fot'mula suitable fot' realistic estimates • 
. • 

In the special case of 1s1 - 1s1 transitions, a simple closed formula has 

been derived12 from an aZ expansion (a•1/137). The results agree well with 

those derived from exact eikonal calculations 11 fot' all but the highest tat'get 

and pt'ojectile charges. Fot' refet'ence we repeat the formula here 12 

eik 01s-1s 

seik • 1 
Z' 

+ ~ n t P + .,. Zt -

(8) 

Z' z 
5 z t z 1 2 2 ,2 

T2 n Z? P- + o n t ' 
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5 
• TO 0"" 

Z' 2 
5'11' y 2 t 
2[ 6 (Y+1) aZp 22' 

t 

n - 1 /v, P- - n(EfiY - E1), ~E:l and Ef are relativistic atomic energies, zt • Zt 

for the eikonal (and -Zt • 0 for the OBK) approximation, and o=-[~:~] 112 • The 

significance of the eikonal term Seik• the magnetic term Smagn• and the or-bital 

term Sorb has been discussed in detail in Ref. 12. 

For higher principal shells, the cross sections in the nonrelativistic OBK 

scale with Z/n, 21 and that this holds also16 in the prior (post) form of the 

eikonal approximation for the final (initial) state. In the following, we show 
. 

that eikonal cross sections averaged over a complete pr-incipal shell 

approximately scale with Z/n for initial and final states. 

Let 

(9) 

denote the Fourier transform of some function q,(r), and q,ntmCZ,r) a hydrogenic 

. wave function associated with the charge Z. Then, the diagonal part of the 

density matrix in momentum space (which enters in the eikonal cross section) can 

be shown to be equal to16,22 

( 1 0) 

where Qn • Z/n. Obviously, expression (10) depends on Z and n only through the 

combination Z/n. Now, with the aid of the Schro:iinger equation, we obtain 

another density matrix in momentum space,16 
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GnCZ,q) ~ tr ~ jP£ ; ~ntmCZ,r)} q j2 • 1f2(:~~!tP, 
.tm 

which again depends only on the quantity Z/n. 

( 11) 

In the OBK approximation, the capture cross section21 from an averaged 

initial state nt to an averaged final state np is a simple momentum integral 

over ~nCZt,Q) Gn(Zp,Q) and hence depends only on Zp/np and Ztlnt. 

In the prior fonn of the eikonal approximation, the transition amplitude 

between the time-dependent ·atomic states 'f'(t) (including translation factors) 

can be expanded17 as 

( 12) 

If we include in AE tenns only up to second order in the potentials Zplr-p and 

Ztlrt, we immediately r-ealize that only terms of the structure (10) and (11) and 

mixed terms involving Re,- { ; q, }f'{ q,} enter into the cross section. All of 

these tenns scale with Zplnp and Ztlnt. Therefore, up to second order in the 

potentials, the nonrelativistic ~eikonal approximation cross sections for Zp,np + 

Zt,nt transitions scale as the ls-ls one for Zp/np + Ztlnt· Also, it has been 

shown that for high velocities, only single and double scattering tenns 

contribute significantly to the cross section.-1 
• One may conclude that 

nonrelativistic, and approximately relativistic, eikonal cross sections scale to 

a good approximation with Zp/np and Ztlnt. Therefore, we propose the following 

scaling rule: Approximate relativistic capture cross sections averaged over 
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initial and final or-bital states for- ar-bitr-ary initial and final pr-incipal shells 

can be obtained fr-om for-mula (8) for r-elati vs tic 1 s - 1 s cr-oss sections 12 by 

r-eplacing Zp with Zp/np and Zt • Zt with Ztlnt in the pr-ior for-m. To obtain the .. 

post form, the target and pr-ojectile charges and the initial and final states 

are inter-changed. 

It should tre noted that if this scaling r-ule is adopted, the decision 

between the pr-ior and the post fonn will be automatically based on criterion 

(7). In. Sec. IV, we compare the r-esults der-ived fr-om the scaling r-ule with 

those of exact eikonal calculations and with experimental data. 

D. Radiative Electron Capture 

The cross section for- the r-adiative capture of an electr-on into the 

pr-ojectile shell np can be calculated fr-om the cr-oss section for- the 

photoelectric absor-ption of a photon with ener-gy k - Y-1 + Ei (np)/mc 2 using23 

k 2 
aREC(np) • Zt C6y) aPE(np,k). (13) 

(If the subshells have differ-ent binding ener-gies, one must sum over- subshell 

photoelectric cr-oss sections.) Most calculations of photoelectric cr-oss 

sections are for- neutr-al atoms. However-, needed in Eq. (13) is the cr-oss 

section for- the r-emoval of an electr-on fr-om a one- or- two-electr-on atom. 

Research on the photoeffect has evolved fr-om calculations using nonrelati vis tic 

one-electr-on wave functions, to calculations using Dir-ac wave functions, and 

finally tables of photoelectr-ic cr-oss sections calculated using Hartr-ee-fock

Slater- wave functions have been published.24,25 It has been found that for- the 

r-elevant photon ener-gies, the r-atio of the many-electr-on to Dir-ac photoelectr-ic 

cr-oss sections is appr-oximately equal to the ratio of the bound-state electron 
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density at the ot'igin, calculated using many-electron wave. functions to that 

calculated using Dirac wave functions.26 Therefore, in the present cases, we 

divided the many-electron photoelectric cross sections by the bound state 

normalization factors, 0.96 for the K, 0.81 for the L, and 0.43 for the M shells 

of Xe, to obtain Dirac-like photoelectric cross sections.27 

IV. RESULTS 

A. Higher-shell Contributions 

Figure 4 shows calculated contributions from various transitions in 

1050-MeV/amu Ne + Ag, 197-MeV/amu Xe + Ag, and 82-MeV/amu Xe + Au collisions. 

In these calculations, the highe~potential post-prior criterion, Eq. (7), has 

been used. The capture cross sections are for bare projectiles colliding with 

completely occupied target atoms. For the projectile, the full nuclear charge 

was used, but for the target atoms, we used effective nuclear charges based on 

the Slater rules28 

Zt(n) .. z! • Zt - 6Z(n), 

where 6Z • 0.3 for the K shell, 4.15 for the L shell, 11 for the 3s and 3P 

shells, and 21 for the 3d shell. Unlike in Ref. 11 , experimental electron 

binding energies were not used. The initial and final energies are given by 

Ei,f • c2(1-a.-2Z2(1)]112 

Ei,f • c{l-~ a 2 Z2 (n)n-j 
for the K-shell, 

for n>1, 

( 1 4) 

( 15) 

where a • 1/137.037. To save computation tim~, we used nonrelativistic L and M 

target and projectile wave functions. The equations for L are, therefore, 

obtained from Eqs. (A.1)- (A.12) of Ref. 12 by taking the nonrelativistic limit 

of the wave functions. It was found that even for Xe • U collisions, one 
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obtains nearly identical t"esul ts using t"elativistic and nonrelativistic L 

Ot"bi tals. For' the final state, we included all pt"ojectile states with 4~np~ 1 o, 

by summing the Fock distribution, Eq. (1 0), and assuming that the final state 

energy is independent of n and equal to the n • 4 one fat" n > 4. Since Ef(n) is 

close to c 2 for' n > 4, this appt"oximation should have only a small effect on 

the capture ct"o5s sections. 

For hydrogenic projectile and target wave functions, and for NRC at high 

veloci. ties, the Ct"OSS sections should vary as 

( 16) 

This situation is nearly t"ealized in Ne + Ag collisions, as shown in Fig.4. The 

cross sections fot" fixed nt fall off as np', but the Ct"OSS sections for' fixed np 

fall off faster' with nt since Z~(n) dect"eases with nt [Eq. (14)]. ·The ct"oss 

section for' all pt"ojectile states with npt:4 f!"om all K, L, and M target 

Ot"bitals is neady equal to the total np .. 3 Ct"oss section. Since Slate!" 

sct"eening !"educes the effective cha!"ge for nt ~ 4 to negligible values, it is 

unnecessary to include target states with nt ~ 4. 

In 197-MeV/ amu Xe + Ag collisions, the t"elative contributions ft"om higher' 

shells is greater than fot" Ne + Ag collisions. This difference occurs because 

the momentum tt"ansfer 1 P-1 for target L to pt"ojectile K capture is significantly 

smaller' than fot" K to K capture. Since the Ct"OSS sections in Eq. (8) vary as 

p_- 10 (if P- 2 >> Zp)• then_, scaling, Eq. (16), is no longer valid. The scaling 

bt"eaks down completely in 82-MeV/amu Xe + Au collisions where target L-

electron capture is dominant, and capture into almost any shell of the 

pt"ojectile, np • 1, 2, 3, and the sum for' np ~ 4, is of the same ot"det" of 

.. 
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magnitude. Clearly any theory of electron captUC'e that includes only K-K 

electron transfer will grossly underestimate the total cross sections in this 

regime. 

B. Comparison with Experiment 

MeasUr"ements of single electron captUC'e were made using xe52+, Xe53+, and 

xe54+ ions. The results depend on two summed cross sections, 

and 

3 
OK • ~ oNRC(1,nt)+oREC(1), 

nt•1 

3 
~ oNRC(np,nt)+oREC(np), 

np-2 nt•1 
( 17) 

where oNRC(np,nt) is the NRC cross section from the target shell nt into the 

projectile shell with np, and aREC(np) is the REC cross section [all target 

shells are automatically summed over by including the factor of Zt in Eq. (13)]. 

The measUr"ed attachment cross sections for xe54+, xe53+, and Xe52+ are given by 

and ( 18) 

respect! vely. 

Attachment cross sections for xe52+ and xe54+ ions are shown in Figs. 5 and 

6. For' low Zt, REC dominates and the pr'esent measur-ements are in good 

agreement •..ti th theory. For high Zt, the total cross sections wer'e calculated 

using both the higher' char'ge, Eq. (5), and the higher--potential, Eq. (7), 
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prescriptions for taking either the post or prior form. In general, for high Zt, 

the higher potential prescription ag!'ees better with the data, but for Zp .. Zt, 

the higher-charge prescription agrees better. 

Figures 7 to 9 compare measured cross sections with scaling law 

calculations for NRC cross sections. Identical REC cross sections and identical 

Slater screened target charges were used as in Figs. 5 an~ 6. (However, the 3d 

charge is not used in the scaling law calculations since the formula is for the 

sum over all n • 3 subshells.) For 1050-MeV/amu Ne collisions, it was found 

that increasing Zt in the first line in Eq. (8) by a factor of 1.16 brought the L 

capture cross sections into better agreement with numerical calculations. We 

have employed this factor for all shells except for 1 s-1 s trans! tions. 

Although the scaling law is justifiable by the arguments in Sect. m. C, this 

factor is not. Without it, the calculated cross sections are too high by 

factors of 1. 5 to 2. For the purpose of estimating NRC cross sections with a 

simple formula, the use of this ad hoc factor is recommended. It gives good 

results not only for Xe collisions, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8, but for many 

other cases including low-Z projectiles, as shown in Fig. 9. 

In comparing measured cross sections with calculations that include capture 

into projectile states with np~4, one should consider possible re-ionization of 

the captured electron before the ion leaves the target. In the worst case, 

assuming the electron does not decay to the ground state, the resulting cross 

section for n • 4 capture would be given by 

a(4) • [ a(4,nt) (1-s .. T/2), 

nt 

where s .. is the np ,. 4 ionization cross section. This can be a potential 

( 19) 
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pr-oblem for- collisions at low velocities and with low-Z pr-ojectiles wher-e the 

outer-shell ionization cr-oss sections ar-e enonnous and the decay cr-oss sections 

ar-e small. We have ver-ified that for- the pr-esent Xe ions, the wor-st-case (no

decay) cor-r-ection to the capture cross sections ar-e much smaller than the 

exper-imental uncer-tainties. 

c. Hul tielectron Capture 

For 82-MeV /amu Xe ions, the cross sections for double- and triple-electr-on 

capture ar-e lar-ge compar-ed to the single-electr-on capture cr-oss sections at 

high. Zt, as shown for the xe54+ ions in Fig. 10. The star-ting point in the · 

analysis of double electr-on capture is the independent· electron appr-oximation.29 

If P0 (b) is the single electr-on capture pr-obability in a collision with impact

par-ameter- b for zer-o-electr-on xe54+ ions, and P1 (b) is that for- capture into 

Xe53 + ions, the cr-oss section for- double-electr-on captur-e into Xe5 
.. + is given by 

o0 • J: 21Tbdb P,(b)P, (b), . (20) 

Equation (20) can be viewed as taking a weighted aver-age of the pr-obability P1 

over- the r-ange of impact par-ameters contributing to electr-on capture. To 

obtain a lar-ge double capture cr-oss section, the pr-obability P1 (or P0 ) should 

be lar-ge at the impact par-ameters contributing most to the total cr-oss section. 

This r-equir-es a lar-ge capture cross section, and that the pr-obability should 

fall off r-apidly with b.' The REC cr-oss section is never- ver-y lar-ge and impact 

parameters as large as the tar-get atomic radius contribute, so double REC is 

negligible (see Appendix A). F'or- 82-MeV/amu Xe + Au collisions, the NRC cr-oss 

sections ar-e lar-ge (>10' bar-ns), and the r-elatively lar-ge values of the 
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momentum transfer implies that the probability falls off sufficiently steeply 

with impact parameter so that large NRC probabilities can be expected. As the 

present eikonal cross-section evaluations did not calculate the impact 

parameter dependence, we cannot calculate the double-capture cross section for 

NRC, but the present considerations imply that double-capture may be 

understandable in the independent electron approximation. ~ 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

Our- measllt"ements of electr-on captllt"e by highly-stdpped, r-elativistic Xe 

ions show that NRC into excited states of the pr-ojectile dominates over- gr-ound 

.. state capture at high tar-get atomic number'S. To account for- excited state 

captllt"e, eikonal-appr-oximation calculations that include all pr-ojectile states 

up to n • 10 and all tar-get K, L, and M or-bitals have been .made. The eikonal 

calculations ar-e in r-easonable agr-eement with meastl!'ements. 

.. 

We emphasize that the eikonal appr-oximation handles the electr-on-nucleus 

inter-action of one (usually the higher-) atomic char-ge to all or-der-s ·of 

per-tllt"bation theocy and the other- inter-action to first or-der-. The eikonal 

appr-oximation is less valid, ther-efor-e, for- near- symmetric collisions wher-e both 

inter-actions should be tr-eated in higher- or-der-. The imposition of this 

asymmetric theocy on near--symmetric collisions leads to differ-ences bet ween 

cr-oss sections calculated in the post vet"Sus prior- form. By taking into account 

the spatial extension of the electr-on shells involved, the pr-esent paper

pr-oposes a new critedon, Eq.(7), for- choosing the post or- pM.or- form, and most 

of the data seems to be in accor-d with the r-esulting choice. However-, in a few 

cases the data is better- r-epr-esented by the conventional choice, Eq.(5). This 

may l:'eflect the fact that ct"i ted on (7), being based on a diagonal matrix 

element, tends to over'estimate the effect of the shell size. 

The eikonal appr-oximation is a high-velocity appr'oximation. For- low-Z~ ions, 

we noted in Ref. 11 that the calculations give lower' cl:'oss sections than 

exper-iment when the ion velocity is less than - 2Zt. However-, in those cases K

K tl:'ansfer- is dominant (Fig. 4). When outer-shell tl:'ansitions are dominant, the 

effective limiting Z is smaller-. Thel:'efol:'e, although we saw lar-ge discr-epancies 

for- 1 40-MeV/amu C+Au collisions wher'e K to K captUI"e is dominant, we see 
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smaller ones in lower-velocity 82-MeV/amu Xe+Au collisions where outer-shell 

capture is dominant. 
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Appendix: Double Radiative Electron Capture 

The probability P0 for REC is given by30 

P, (b) • "REc(Zt•l) J~ dz p(R), (A. 1) 

where p(R) is the target electron density and R2 •b 2 +z 2 • Since the electron 

density is normalized so that 

!• 2'1Tbdb'·-· dz p(R) • Zt, 
Jo } 

(A.2) 

one automatically obtains the correct total REC cross section into all 

projectile shells, ZtoREc<Zt•l). One can calculate the atomic density with the 

Thomas-Fermi theocy .31 A numerical evaluation of the double capture cross 

section yields 

oDREC • A oR£c<Zt) a 0 -z, (A.3) 

whe.re A - 0.13 Zt 112, independent of the projectile charge or energy. Since 

oREC is much smaller than a 0 -z, this leads to negligibly small double REC cross 

sections, 0.0016b for 82-MeV /amu Xe5
" ••Be and 3.8b for Xe5

" + + U. On this 

basis, the measured double-capture cross section shown in Fig. 1 0 of -1 0 b for 

82-MeV/amu Xe5 "••se where REC is dominant cannot be understood. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus. Target foils were 

inserted into the beam in the box marked "target area". The magnets B40Q2A and 

Q2B were quadrupole, and 840M2 and M3 dipole. The dipole magnets dispersed the 

charge state beams into a large vacuum chamber. The position sensitive 

detector could be rolled along the exit window of the vacuum chamber. 

Fig. 2. Pulse height spectrum from the position sensitive detector. for 

200-MeV/amu xe53+ traversing 10-mglcm2 Be. The spatial separation between 

adjacent charge-state peaks was approximately 1.9 em. 

Fig. · 3. Dependence of the yield to target thickness ratio Y/T on target 

thickness T for 200-MeV/amu Xe53+ traversing Be. One-electron loss is shown by 

closed circles and one-electron attachment by crosses. Cross sections were 

obtained from the T·O intercept. 

Fig. 4. Relative cross sections for the capture of electrons from target shells 

with nt • 1 ,2,3 (A is the sum of all target shells) into bare projectile shells 

with np•1,2,3, and all shells with np~4 for 1050-MeV/amu Ne +Ag, 197-MeV/amu 

Xe+Ag, and 82-MeV/amu Xe+Au. The numbers above e~ach bar are target principal 

quantum numbers nt' and on the abscissa are np numbers. 

fig. 5. Electron attachment cross sections for Xe54+ ions incident on Be, Mylar 

(My), Al, Cu, Ag, and Au targets. The solid line gives the total REC and NRC 

cross sections where the NRC cross sections were calculated with the eikonal 

approximation according to the higher potential post-prior prescription, Eq. (7). 
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For the dashed lines., the higher-charge criterion, Eq.(S), was used. The chain 

curve shows the separate REC cross section which is dominant in Xe+Be 

-~ collisions • 

• 
Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5 for Xe52+ ions, where capture into ~e K shell is not 

allowed, hence only capture into the L, M, and higher orbitals of Xe occurs. 

Fig. 7. Electron attachment cross sections for xe54+ ions. The dotted line 

shows the REC cross section, the dashed line the NRC cross section calculated 

using the scaling law formula, and the solid line shows the total capture cross 

section. 

Fig. 8. Same as Fig.7 for Xe52+ ions, where capture into the Xe K shell is not 

allowed. 

Fig. 9. Nonradiative electron attachment cross sections for low-Z projectiles 

calculated using the scaling law (solid line) and the numerical eikonal formulas 

with prescription (7) (dashed line). 

Fig. 10. Single, double, and tt;.ple electron attachment to 82-MeV /amu X'e54+ 

projectiles incident on various target atoms from Be to U. The curve was 

calculated using the scaling law. 
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